
 

 
 

Discuss in your own words using SPECIFIC EXAMPLES from the assigned readings *and* 

class discussions. Merely summarizing your opinions or thoughts in absence of course material 

will not be sufficient enough for a passing mark.  

 

You are expected to draw ONLY from course material and our course reader (absolutely no 

outside sources allowed). If you use quotations (while this is not suggested) or paraphrase from 

our texts or class lecture materials make sure that you properly cite your work. Please note that 

not following these instructions may lead to a reduced or failing mark. 

 

ESSAY #3  

 

Over the last few decades community policing has emerged and developed into a key organizational 

strategy. First, describe how community policing both expands and reinforces the police mandate 

(you should discuss police use of Twitter in your response). Next, identify and describe each of the 

five basic categories of community policing (as discussed in class) and provide at least one example 

(from our course materials) in support of each category. Finally, explain how community policing 

addresses community crime problems, but ignores environmental factors (provide some examples as 

discussed in class) and then note some of the implications that this has for community policing as a 

strategy in relation to the mandate.  

 

Suggested length: 800-1,000 words. A good guide when writing is to write your essay as long 

as necessary but as short as possible. 

 

Evaluation 

 

You will be evaluated on how well you demonstrate your knowledge and proficiency of policing 

drawing from our course materials. All papers shall be word-processed and double-spaced with 

12-point font and 1-inch margins (if the font/margins are altered your mark will be reduced). 

Severe grammar and spelling errors will also reduce your mark. Please note that you are also 

expected to properly cite your work (any official citation method is acceptable). Your response 

is due uploaded to Moodle by Friday, December 3, 2021, before 11:59pm central time.  

 

No late papers will be accepted.  

 


